Bollywood Images Fakes

Bollywood Actresses Victim of Fake Images Deepika Anushka Parineeti amp Many More

Morphed photos of Bollywood stars Daily Bhaskar
March 20th, 2017 - Morphing is very common in Bollywood From magazines morphing actress' photos to websites breaking baby pictures of celebrities there is no dearth of fake and touched photos

Boo Bollywood Pest spray the fakes
April 18th, 2019 - Boo Bollywood Pest spray the fakes Boo Bollywood is a different genre of news and gossip an endeavour to lift the veil of hype off the stars and starlets a fun take on the masala action dirt and scandals of Hindi cinema Ok these aren't really the latest photos but a couple from the South Indian Filmfare Awards which happened
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